
Infrastructure Status of Nuwakot: 
In Devighat, among 104 houses, all the old buildings are all damaged such that it cannot be 

reoccupied. 

In Pipaltar, all the 150 houses have been badly damaged where 60-65 families are of very low 

financial status (ethnic groups of Majhi and Kumal). 

In South Jiling (residential area of our scholarship holder Ms. Laxmi BK) and North Khadgabhanjyang 

(residential area of our scholarship holder Mr. Sudip Parajuli) all the residences have been damaged 

and unfit to be reoccupied.  

Support provided from JWS fund so far: 
 The special supported students Hem Dangol and Sangita Chitrakar have been each provided 

with 30 kgs of rice, 2 kgs of lentils, 5 kgs of potatoes, 1 liter of oil, 1 kg of salt, 1 bundle of CGI 

sheets (for construction of temporary residence) along with a pair of clothing.  

 To cope up with power cuts and to ease communication, solar light set have been provided 

to Hem Dangol which can be used for lighting as well as charging mobile phones.  

 Other scholarship holders, Laxmi BK, Promod BK, Sudip Parajuli, Yuna Pandey have been also 

provided with rice, lentils, oil, salt, potato and CGI sheets as in the above mentioned 

amounts. 

 In mid Lalitpur District’s village called Dalachowki which is 20 kms far from the Ring road, the 

following support was given to 50 families in association with Nature Lovers Group: 

1. Rice: 10 kgs 

2. Beaten Rice: 5 kgs 

3. Lentils: 1 kg 

4. Potato: 2.5 kgs 

5. Salt: 1 kg 

6. Oral rehydration solution: 1 packet 

 



Beside this some extra amount of relief materials have been left there for the families. 

  

In Dalachowki, among 214 houses, 195 houses have been badly damaged. The population of the 

village is 1100. 

 In Bhainsepati, Lalitpur, the staircase wall on the 2nd floor terrace had been a continuous 

threat to the residents so Mr. Ramesh arranged for its immediate removal safeguarding the 

residents passing the lane. The sole breadwinner of the family Mr. Dhiraj Rana Magar had 

both his legs fractured during the earthquake and was unable to do any work on his 

resident. So a small help was offered to the family.  

 

 In Bungamati, Lalitpur, many houses had collapsed or damaged including one Mr. Panit 

Maharjan who had been to some trips to Nuwakot a few years ago. 

 


